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Fife Flying Club

What Weather?
Chairman's Welcome
Welcome to the latest edition of the club newsletter. This month I vowed that I wouldn't mention the
weather - however I think it’s currently starting to look up. Despite this some good things are
happening in and around the Club: We've had a few more PPLs and first solo's.
The two Planes & Flames nights seem to have down very well, so much so that I personally think a
3rd is now overdue. A small and enthusiastic band ensured the Prestwick Fly Out actually happened.
A few members have completed some pretty interesting trips and we have quite a few qualifications
and first solos in the pipeline.
We have also started the planning for the Fife Airport Fly-In which is scheduled for 15th/16th
September. During the day we intend to organise trial flights in some interesting aircraft. There will
also be competitions, prizes, music, as well as the good old BBQ. Volunteers are required to assist in
various tasks throughout the day. If you are available to help then please add your name to the list on
the notice board.
Good flying…..
Andy Reid

RAF Leuchars Ball

Forthcoming Fly-Outs & Events

Instead of the airshow, RAF
Leuchars are running a
charity ball in one of their
hangars on the 8th
September, more info on
http://www.airshow.co.uk/bob
ball

Two more fly-outs are in the pipeline - August 18th – Carlisle
and - 1st and 2nd September – Mull (Glenforsa). The sign up
sheets are on the noticeboard – add your names and watch
for more details nearer the time.

RAF Invasion
RAF Leuchars is having it’s
runway resurfaced at the moment
– hence the hit-or-miss service
from them, as they are often
closed. The seven University Air
Squadron Grobs normally based
there will be based at Fife until the
end of September. You’ll spot the
Grob “Tutor” (the “E” model) as it
is known as it has a three-bladed
prop (the Fife Grob (a “D”) is a
two-bladed one). The RAF
roundels and squadron markings
on the tail might also be a bit of a
give away……………!

The flyouts are a great opportunity to gain more experience
and confidence and meet other club members.
We’ve decided to go for a hat-trick and hold the 3rd and final
instalment of Planes and Flames on Thursday 9th August. If
you’ve missed the previous two then this one is a must as
its you last chance for 2007.
Rumour has it that some RC models might be making an
appearance.

Website Update
The Club website has been updated and enhanced over the past
few months. The latest addition is the Gallery where pictures of
various events have been published. If you have any
photographs that you would like included in the Gallery then
please email them to photos@fifeflyingclub.co.uk.
The Club is also making more use of email to send out
communications between Newsletters. If you haven't seen any
Club emails then it’s probably because we don't have your
correct email address. To ensure that you are included in future
communications please send your details to
info@fifeflyingclub.co.uk.

IMC Training with John Stewart - £3,000 Well Spent
th

10 October 2006, a beautiful autumn day. My PPL was
almost 8 months old. There were only a few small white
clouds in the sky as we took off from Glenrothes and the
forecast showed only a very slow moving front over the
Midlands. I headed south towards the Borders with my
daughter, her friend and her father on board.
30 minutes later over Peebles unbroken cloud was
sitting on the hilltops. I turned back and dodged between
thickening wisps at 2,000 feet. We slithered around the
Pentlands and headed back around Edinburgh. Forced
down to 1000 feet by Kelty, the top of Benarty hill was
invisible. I joined right base for 07 at 800 feet determined
to avoid a go-around. Taxiing in I decided to get my IMC
rating.
Tayside was offering the course in the Warrior out of
Dundee. Living in Peebles, having just invested in
converting onto the 172 (which is cheaper anyway) and
being a miserable Scot by both birth and disposition
(rather like Ian Heggie) I asked if it could be done in the
172 out of Fife. I believe some behind the scenes
negotiations followed, then I heard that John Stewart
had agreed to take me on. He fitted me in on a weekly
basis on Wednesdays (my day off), flying with his CPL
students down to Fife; then, while they had a break,
taking me off for 90 minutes, before flying back with
them to Dundee. I never saw him have lunch!
For those at Fife, who haven’t met John, might I suggest
they remedy this? John is now Chief Commercial Flying
Instructor with Tayside at Dundee. As a former RAF
instructor and Hercules flight engineer, he has a wealth
of experience and aviation common sense and simply
inspires confidence in his students.
“Why do you want to do the IMC?” ………… “To get out
of trouble.”
Fortunately, I answered his first question
correctly and we got on well after that. The course is 15
hours minimum flying and 10 hours ground instruction.
John takes the latter very seriously, which was fine as I
learned loads, none of it boring and I have some
excellent notes. We started with some (much needed)
revision of relevant aviation law – I now actually
understand special VFR clearances and the rationale
behind them! Next it was a detailed review of altimetry
procedures for IFR.
The flying started with a review of full panel straight and
level flight and rate 1 turns. Then we progressed to
climbs and descents. Instrument flying is all about
accuracy and I learnt, amongst other things, just how
badly I had been using the rudder until then! It is very
easy to end up in unusual attitudes when instrument
flying, especially when inexperienced, so the next step
was learning how to get out of them. This bit is good fun
if you enjoy roller-coaster rides in the dark.
Meanwhile, back on the ground I was getting the benefit
of a trained engineer’s in-depth exposition of how the
standard flight instruments work (and fail)! So now, in the
air, we moved onto limited panel work. This is a typical
“Oh s***” scenario. Stuck in IMC, you lose your suction
and bang goes your main instrument reference, the AI,
with the HI to boot. So it was back to straight and level,
rate 1 turns to time, climbs and descents. Having
thought I had improved, I re-discovered just how

inaccurate my flying was. Then, the ultimate whiteknuckle ride – unusual attitude recovery using just ASI,
turn co-ordinator, altimeter and VSI – great fun! Honest.
Time to move onto radio-navigation. Some VOR and
DME work first, including an introduction to racetrack
holds over St Abb’s Head. Then it was finally time to try
and get the brain around NDBs and the ADF. The
principle is deceptively simple. After a couple of
attempts, I decided there was nothing for it but to fire up
the old X-plane computer simulator for the first time in
ages. A bit of simulator work is an excellent way to
practice radio-navigation skills (and save money).
Without it, I dread to think how long the course might
have taken! Tracking the NDB correctly while getting the
hang of the rapid mental calculation of wind correction
angles was probably the single most difficult challenge.
And so, starting to put it all together – instrument
approaches. Being ex-RAF, John managed to negotiate
us a talk-down Precision Radar Approach at Leuchars. It
was very gratifying to remove the foggles at 400 feet and
find the threshold of runway 27 dead ahead. Through a
bewildering assortment of Decision Altitudes, Minimum
Descent Altitudes and Heights, Initial and Final
Approach Fixes, Missed Approach Points and
Procedures, instrument approach charts gradually
started to make sense. We began to pester Dundee
Approach to practice holds, ILS and NDB/DME
approaches and bad weather circuits. The cockpit
workload was getting much higher than anything I had
ever experienced before. Apart from anything else, its
great brain training.
The IMC Confuser was a great help in getting through
the written exam. A small tip, if you decide to do it,
remember the Morse code is printed on the bottom of
1:500,000 charts! Ironically my final revision flights and
flight test were delayed by bad weather, but eventually
Sid Utting’s quiet, relaxed examination technique got me
through.
One might be forgiven for asking, if the IMC rating is
about getting out of trouble rather than into it and if you
need to keep using your flying skills to prevent them
from atrophying, then what’s the point? Well, my overall
confidence has improved greatly and even flying VFR I
will make far better use of radio-navigation aids. I will be
much happier in the vicinity of clouds, I’ll enjoy dodging
around them more and I’ll dip into the odd small one now
and then, just for fun and to keep my hand in. Likewise,
I’ll enjoy practicing the occasional instrument approach
and having worked on my IFR radio phraseology, I will
be much happier about transiting control zones. I will feel
much more relaxed about venturing further afield and I
can fly advisory routes. And if my track takes me over
the hills and the terrain level is rising and the cloud base
falling, I will know that I have the option of climbing up to
clear air and a safety altitude then navigating safely
home. In other words flying will become much more
relaxed and consequently enjoyable.
Mind you, my landings still leave a lot to be desired!
Many thanks to Keith Donaldson for an interesting insight into the
IMC Rating….

COMMITTEE NEWS
Next Committee Meeting
th
is August the 7 at the
Tipsy Nipper.

AWARDS

First Solos
John Anderson
Brian Miller
John Punteney
Ninian Dunnet
Other
Trevor Harvey NPPL
Keith Donaldson IMC

Instructor News:

Trevor’s Journey
Picture the scene.
Its mid afternoon on Wednesday 27th June (2007) A blustery, cloud scudding, almost
autumn feel to the air type of day interspersed with some fairly hefty if short hail
storms!!
Off goes Trevor Harvey, solo, on a flight to Perth (missing a horrendous hail storm by
about 200 ft !!) where he duly lands some 45 minutes after take off from Fife. Legend
has it that while at Perth he is seen to roll a fag and have a brew.
Having sustained his system Trevor goes off to Dundee and lands apparently quite
well. A phone call to ATC at Dundee reveals that Trevor is indeed at the city of Jute,
Journalism and Jam. However the ATC controller “lets slip” that our Trevor is again
rolling a smoke and drinking tea!!
Between storms Trevor heads off for, and eventually rolls in to (and lands) at Fife.
Oh I think I forgot to mention, Our Trev was actually (successfully) doing his NPPL
solo qualifying cross country flight!!
So well done our LAID BACK TREVOR, NPPL one step nearer.
(The above was submitted by one Ian Heggie – the Editor accepts NO responsibility for the content!)

Tim Humphreys has also
joined the team at Fife.

TFC Wings Night

Tayside are creating a
link in Spain to feed
some Spanish instructors
into the company.

Keep Saturday 22 September 2007 free......it's Tayside Flying Club's Wing’s Night,
plus Lovat Fraser's Retirement Bash.
Tayside Flying Club are working on the detail....but looks like they'll have a top notch
'Top Table' with VIP's and guest speakers. It promises to be a really, really good
night. Tayside Flying Club are offering to set aside two tables for Fife Flying Club
Members, and have held 10 tickets for Fife Flying Club representatives, more
available if you need them. The venue is 'Discovery', Dundee......if anyone needs
overnight accommodation, there's a low cost Travel Inn next door to Discovery.

Births, Deaths, and
Marriages
Congratulations to
Danny Racionzer and
his partner on the birth
of their daughter Emma.
Congratulations also to
Rob Swinney on his
engagement to Virginia.
We have suffered at
least 2 bird strikes
recently. The first was a
sparrow which caused
little damage.
Fortunately no persons
were injured, however
the seagull was a timely
reminder of the potential
dangers of the birds
which occupy the
airfield.
Club AGM
The Club AGM will take
place on Thursday 11th
October in the Tipsy
Nipper. Guest speaker
to be confirmed shortly.

Tickets are priced at £38 per person. If you would like to attend then please
email Andy Reid at andy@the-reids.com
Congratulations are in order
to Martin West and Jim Watt
in completing their ATPL
exams with Glasgow College
of Nautical Studies.
Martin and Jim are now on
the CPL training course at
Dundee. Martin was their
youngest student and Jim
was their oldest incidentally!

Prestwick
Fly-Out

Finals for 31 Prestwick

The weather was kind enough to allow a small but perfectly formed group to visit
Prestwick on 22nd July. The G-WIFE crew comprised Captain Andy Reid, First
Officer Pete Malone and Chief Stewardess Scott Nicol. Our outbound route took
us via the north of the Glasgow zone with a quick detour around the Kyles of Bute to
admire (or scare!) the many boats on the water. Whilst on the ground at Prestwick
we were treated to a couple of 747 movements which are always great to watch. Our
return was direct through the Glasgow zone to Kincardine and then on to Fife which,
thanks to the tailwind, was achieved in 35 minutes brakes off to brakes on.

Around Britain (almost) in a TB9……
I have always wanted to fly from John O’Groats to Land’s
End in a light aircraft, solo. But having looked at all that
controlled airspace down south, I thought it might be better
to have a second pair of eyes and an extra brain in the
cockpit. Rob Swinney had always fancied a “Round Britain”
flight. So we combined the two, did a bit of planning and
booked the Fife syndicate-owned TB9 (G-BKUE) for 10
days, and prayed for decent weather. The route was to
take us north first, to the Orkneys, then south to Wales,
Land’s End, the Isle of Wight, Duxford, etc.
The day we set out, the CBs were multiplying over the
Highlands, and there was a bad high pressure heat haze.
We sat in the Tipsy for a couple of hours, then decisive Rob
said “We’re going somewhere”. He grabbed a map, and 20
minutes later we were on our way to Islay. Plan B was to
fly west then south, then do John O’Groats at the end of the
trip. Islay was magic – sunshine, golden sands, a fantastic
B&B with more marble bathrooms than the Vatican and a
couple of good pubs.
The next day dawned cloudy and hazy in the east, but 9999
all the way to the west. By the time we got to the Mull of
Kintyre, the cloudbase was low and we squeezed over the
Mull to find thick haze and Arran took some finding in the
murk. After heading south, I decided it was too hairy for
me, so we diverted to Campbeltown. The runway lights
appearing at the last minute out of the lowering cloud and
haze were very welcome.
Three hours later, in sunshine, we got off again and headed
for Kirkbride via Girvan, Kirkcubright and Shillot. We spent
the night in a pub (and Rob fell for a Pig – a long story) and
the following morning Rob flew us from Kirkbride to
Caernarfon in Wales, doing the “Dambuster run” through
the Lake District below the mountain tops all the way.
Cloud and fog down the Blackpool strip meant we took a
left turn and went inland, coasting out north of Liverpool and
sneaking under their zone stub to get to Prestatyn en route
to Caernarfon.
We dithered about at Caernarfon and by the time we
decided to leave, we realised we’d be too late to get into
Perranporth in Cornwall. We phoned them, they offered to
hang around for half an hour, but by the time we crossed
the Bristol Channel (another long story!) we knew we
wouldn’t get to Perranporth before they closed. We had
covered our bets, though, and had phoned Plymouth before
we set out – we called up Plymouth from 25 miles out, and
they phoned the chaps at Perranporth and told them we
wouldn’t be arriving. I got us into Plymouth’s nice big long
runway and we spent an interesting night in a 1970’s style
seaside hotel near the front. The curry downtown was
good, and we managed to down a few beers for good
measure.
The following morning Rob flew us round the entire coast
from Plymouth to Land’s End – re-living his childhood
holiday memories as he went. It got hazier and greyer the
closer to Lands End we went, so a hop to the Scilly Isles
was ditched. ‘We went in light to Lands’ End as the
runways are all grass, and had to wait to depart while three
lunatics threw themselves out of a Cessna (on parachutes).
I flew the TB9 the 20 mile hop to Perranporth for fuel (We
went in light at Land’s End because of the grass – the TB9
isn’t keen on grass – and I had one of the most “interesting”
take-offs of my flying career on the way out – another
story). Approaching Perranporth, off the sea onto the
clifftop runway was good fun!

Rob and I will do a talk for the Club some winter’s evening
and show some of the photos we took on the trip……

Rob then flew us from Perranporth to the Isle of Wight –
we toyed with the idea of going into Bournemouth because
of sea fog reported at the Isle of Wight. From just south of
Bournemouth we could see the Isle of Wight was clear of
the fog, so we went on to Bembridge and stopped there for
the night. The sea fog was lapping against the cliff tops as
we flew in – making for interesting photographs.
At Bembridge I had the chance to fly a friend of mine. I
have owed the lady a flight for 13 years, and it was
something special to be at the opposite end of the country
in my “own” plane, flying a friend after so many years. We
stayed with other friends of mine – the man of the house
owns his own microlight, so there was plenty to talk about.
The next day was foggy and hazy – we waited it out at
Bembridge, and again, decisive Rob decided to get us
going. We ditched our easterly route round London and
flew straight north from Bembridge, over Southampton,
and on to Cranfield, in poor, hazy conditions. I got the thrill
of landing at the airfield where I learned to fly, 20-odd
years ago, in “my” plane, and caught up on the gossip
about my old instructors – now both sadly passed away,
flying for a higher authority, but hopefully not using the
same colourful language one of them once did…. The
following morning I got some grit in my eye as we went
back to the TB9 and I found the plane – Beagle Pup GAXDW – that I first soloed on in 1988. We had Bonus
Engineering replace the landing and taxi light bulbs, which
had blown en route at Cranfield. Otherwise, the TB9
performed flawlessly throughout, purring along.
Again, the weather was very hazy with a low cloudbase.
After several hours twiddling our thumbs, and reports that
it was better to the north, we took off for a look and
managed to get all the way north to Sherburn-in-Elmett.
We landed there for a cup of tea, and the weather started
to close in.
Luckily, Rob’s parents live a few miles to the north, so we
spent the night there, and had one or two beers with his
Dad, then one or two more, and so on….
The next day it was raining, but we had a go and went
back to Sherburn, passing over two Lynxes on the way
(another story). And it rained. And, basically, it has
continued to rain ever since. We spent another night with
Rob’s parents, then decided that we were stuck, got on a
train, and came back to Edinburgh. It was disappointing,
coming home without the plane, but the weather was
awful. (You may have noticed). On the following Sunday,
we set off to drive down, to drop one of us at the plane…
but we met the rain near Newcastle, and it wasn’t any
better further south. We retreated home.
I was lucky enough to have a business meeting in
Knaresborough the week after we abandoned the aircraft.
I dumped the hire car at Sherburn Aero Club, and flew the
TB9 home in two hours, stopping at Eshott en route as the
weather around Edinburgh looked bad even from
Newcastle. Towering CBs and sea fog on the Forth – but I
got the plane home, ending our curtailed but fantastic-justthe-same (Almost) Round Britain Trip.
What did I learn? More in a week or so than I’ve learned
in 20 years of flying on and off. Our Air Traffic Services in
the UK are second-to-none. Sharing the flying with a
fellow pilot is a privilege - and a necessity in some parts–
two brains.
(About 1600nm, 17 hours flying, 10 airfields visited)
Next Newsletter – Rob’s Version of events!
Alan Laing

2007 Calendar
of Events
August
* 4th
7th
9th

Treasure Hunt followed by BBQ

Fife

Postponed again, sorry !
Committee Meeting

Tipsy Nipper

Club Night, 7pm for 7.30pm
Planes and Flames #3 – Last Chance for 2007

18th

Fly Out (11:30 – 18:00)

! 25th & 26th

RAF Spirit of Adventure cancelled by RAF

Tipsy Nipper
Carlisle
Balado Bridge

September
! 1st/2nd

Mull Fly Out (15:00 Sat – 12:00 Sunday)

4th

Committee Meeting

Tipsy Nipper

13th

Club Night, 7pm for 7.30pm

Tipsy Nipper

! 15th / 16th

Fife Airport Tartan-tastic Fly In

Glenforsa

Fife

October
2nd

Committee Meeting

Tipsy Nipper

! 11th

Club AGM, 7pm for 7.30pm

Tipsy Nipper

Version 8.0 – 2nd August 2007

* = details changed or updated ! = new addition
Italics = Non Fife event, for information only

(Scotland’s answer to Sun ‘n Fun)

Free Landing - Competitions & Prizes
Barbeque from 3pm - Music & Socialising till late
Licensed Restaurant - AVGAS Available
Camping On Site - Plenty Local Accommodation
Sunday Full Scottish Breakfast to get you going

PPR Essential
Further information from
Julia Grant - 01592 753792
info@fifeflyingclub.co.uk
www.fifeflyingclub.co.uk

